
 

Collusion Complete Set (Small) by Mechanic Industries

Jewellery set that impossibly melds the gap between coin & ring magic

Collusion is a 4-piece ensemble, cast in high-carbon stainless steel and finished
with a dark, ebony inlay. Precision design and engineering create extra grip,
superior handling and a showroom finish. Collusion melds together coin and ring
magic like never before with built-in audience participation. A wearable magic set
that's ready to perform anytime, anywhere.

1 x Ring Size Small - 20mm Interior Diameter
1 x Morph gimmick
1 x Full dollar coin
1 x Chain necklace
1 x Swag bag
1 x Tutorial

Check size guide before ordering

The ultimate ring for magic, upgraded and re-engineered for optimum
performance

You now get the benefit of extra coin style grip in all of your sleights and
flourishes thanks to the double-sided edge milling. It matches the coin exactly
and even has perfect detailing on the inside. Now you can perform seamless
spellbound type routines - transforming the ring into the coin and beyond! It really
looks like the coin gets turned inside out, they match down to the very last detail.

Ring available in S/M/L.

Collusion Grinder Coin

Based on our full dollar Grinder Coin, it's been remodeled to match the ring and
morph object and has a more fluid feel. Cast in High-Carbon stainless steel and
finished with dark ebony inlay, the added shine makes your productions pop and
showcases your sleights in the best possible light. An integral part of the set
that's a familiar tool for magicians.

New 'Morph' utility gimmick
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We love ring and coin style routines, but previously you've only been able to
change the coin into the ring and vice versa. We wondered what that mid-
transition phase would look like... what would happen if your audiences could
stretch and pull the ring out of the coin? We've captured this magical moment
and created an insane new utility that opens the doors for new sleights, combos
and routines with audience participation built into the design.

Rope Chain

This chain was carefully designed to mimic a normal rope used in rope and ring
effects. 70cm in length, it fits over your head for ease of access. This allows you
to extend your coin / ring / morph routine to include a rope and ring phase and
perform your favorite tricks. Use it to carry your ring or morph object wherever
you go. A functional and stylish addition that completes the set.

Video Tutorial

We don't just go over the usual ring and coin work, we focus on new sleight
combos and new routines. We teach some singular ring magic, some combo ring
& coin magic, ring and rope techniques, as well as some classics.

The morph phase is a new concept and the doors have been flung open. We're
finding so many cool things you can do with it. It's been specifically designed to
have various deceptive techniques but can be used in a multitude of ways. We
go over everything to get you performing this right away.
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